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Wikipedia's list of articles Ambition by Oda Nobun (織⽥信奈野望, Oda Nobuna no Yabe) is a 2012 anime series based on light novels written by Mikahe Kasuga and illustrated by Miyama-zero. The series follows high school student Yoshiharu Sagara, who finds himself in an alternate timeline during the Sengoku period. Rescued by Nobuna Oda, a teenage girl from his world Oda
Nobunagi, he helps Nobuna in her ambitions to conquer and unite Japan under her rule. The anime aired from July 9, 2012 to September 24, 2012 at 1:05 a.m. on Tokyo TV. The anime is co-produced by Gokumi and Madhouse and directed by Yaji Kumazawa, written and produced by Masami Suzuki, as well as music by Yasuharu Takanashi. The opening theme of the song is
Link Aimi and the final theme of the song Hikari (ヒカリ, Light) by Makino Mizut. The names in this article are rewritten in the Western format, i.e. the name appears in front of the clan's name. In the Japanese format, however, the surname appears before this name, the fact that the English dub series (Sentai Filmworks) does not take into account properly. Number of episodes
Title Original Air Date 1Nobuna and MonkeyTranscryptation: Nobuna Saru (Japanese: 信奈と) July 9, 2012 (2012-07-09) Yoshiharu Sagara finds himself in an alternate timeline in the Sengoku era, where some of the famous field commanders are female commanders. He kills Hideyoshi Toyotomi, but he saves the life of a female version of Nobunagi Oda named Nobuna Oda. As
a reward, Nobuna makes Yoshihara his retainer. But his statements about coming out of the future brands him up like crazy. Meanwhile, Lord Mino, Dasan Saito, calls for negotiations with Nobuna. Dasan's servant, Mitsuhide Jubei Akechi, tries to set up an ambush that is thwarted by Yoshihara's foresight. During the meeting, Yoshihara convinces Dasan to team up with the Oda
clan, making Nobunu his heir. Nobuna, however, pursues Yoshihara with a sword without a shell. 2Intrig in the house of OdaTranscryption: Ode-ke, Oie Shido (Japanese: 織⽥家、お家騒動) July 16, 2012 (2012-07-16) Yesihara must buy 8,000 coca rice a week with only 3,000 can, or lose the head of Nobukatsu Oda, The younger brother of Nobun, who threatens to rise if he does
not get his head. Using his foresight of market prices, and with the help of Toshie Inuchiyo Maeda, Goemon and Goemon people, he manages to buy 30,000 coca instead. For the first time, Nobuna is showing signs of feeling for Yoshihara. Nobukatsu still rebels, but the leadership of Yoshiharu's troops peacefully reconciles the uprising, scaring Nobukatsu. Yoshihara also prevents
the execution of Nobukatsu, fearing that Nobuna will become as ruthless a ruler as Nobunaga. Grateful Nobukatsu changes his name to Nobusumi Tsuda and surrenders all claims to the Oda clan. 3Upheaval in MinoTranscription: Mino Daran (Japanese: 美濃動乱) July 23, 2012 (2012-07-23) Three Lieutenants Dasana and his son Yesitatsu launch a coup d'etat. Nobuna can't send
aid because Yoshimoto Imagawa's forces threaten Nobun's borders. Nagamasa Asai offers union and reinforcement in exchange for a political marriage with Nobuna, which will undermine all Nobuna's dreams of reunification of Japan. Ultimately, the generals of Nobun (Yoshiharu, Katsui Shibata, Nagahide Niva, and Inuthiyo) turn their backs on the offer in unison. Later, Jubei
arrives with his daughter Dasan, reporting that Dasan is preparing for his last stand. Yoshiharu and Gemon are conducting a very dangerous rescue mission, which after heavy victims would have failed, if not for the arrival of Nobun and her forces. As Nobuna scolds Yoshiharu for his stupidity, everyone was soon informed that Yoshimoto and her army had invaded. 4Weaves of
War: OkehazamaTranscryption: Fun! Okehazama! (Japanese: ⾵雲!桶狭間!) July 30, 2012 (2012-07-30) After the invasion of the overwhelming forces of Yoshiharu, Yoshiharu tries to find his base camp and cause a battle okehazama, with the help of Gomon, Inuchiyo, Nobusumi and Nobusumi many female bodyguards. However, on the site of the base camp, the ninjas, led by
Hanzo Hattori, are attacking Yoshihara's entourage. Hanzo seriously wounded Yoshihara, but he convinces Hanzo that his master, Lady Motoyasu Matsudaira, should not serve Yoshimoto. After receiving information about Yoshihara, Nobun's forces launched a surprise attack on Yoshimoto's drunken forces. Yoshihara prevents Yoshimoto's death by feeling Katsu, and then
fascinates Yoshimoto in surrender. Later, when Nobun's troops were rooting for their victory, Nobuna and Katsu beat Yoshihara and expelled him from the support group. 5Recowing of a brilliant strategist! Transcript: Tensai Gunsi Chiriaku! (Japanese: 天才軍師調略!) On August 6, 2012 (2012-08-06) Nobun's attempts to return Mino are repeatedly thwarted by Yositatsu's
strategist, Hanbe. Yoshihara, Jubei, Goemon, and Inuthiyo go to recruit her. They find themselves in competition with Nagamas. Meanwhile, the reclusive Hanbe is forced to appear before Yesitatsu, who wants to make her his concubine. To force her hand, Yoshitatsu holds his uncle hostage. Yoshihara and Nagamasa accompany Hanba to Yesitatsu Castle to buy time, while
Gyomon and Inuthiyo rescue their uncles. After receiving notification from Gomon that her uncle is safe, Hanbe urges magical creatures to defeat Yesitatsu and his men. Having escaped, Hanbe, who is impressed by Yoshihara's kindness and bravery, swears allegiance to him, not Nobune. 6Sunomata: One-Night CastleTranscryptation: Sunomata Ichiya J' (Japanese: 墨俣夜
城)August 13, 2012 (2012-08-13) Conquest of Mino requires the construction of a fort in Sunomat, but The Generals of Nobun repeatedly tried and failed because of the nearby enemy garrison. Finally, the task is given to Yoshihara, who has an foresight of how Hideyoshi did it. Nobuna and Katsua lead most of Oda's army in Kisogawa. Generals Yesitatsu lure Nobun's troops into
the valley. Without their knowledge, however, Yoshitatsu rigged the valley with Nobuna, however, manages to escape the death trap along with Yoshitatu's forces, who feel betrayed and run towards her. Meanwhile, Yesitatsu discovers that Nobuna's actions were sabotage tactics, as Yoshiharu, Hanbe, Jubei, Goemon, Inutyo and small forces set up a fort in Sunomat overnight.
They can barely withstand the siege of Yesitatsu until Nobun's forces unload them. Nagamasa and his army try to intervene, but Nobun's forces near Nagahhide ambushed him. Yesitatsu is captured, and Mino is taken. Nobuna spares the life of Yositatsu, but unlike Nobusumi, he vows revenge. 7Nobuna is heading to the capitalTranskryption: Nobuna Jraku (Japanese: 信奈上
洛)August 20, 2012 (2012-08-20) Nagamasa returns begging The Nobel to marry him. Promising a union, Nobuna allows his sister Oichi to be Nagamasa's bride; except Oichi is Nobusumi dress up as a girl. Nobuna is sure that the disguise will not collapse after dark. Nobuna then begins his historic conquest of Kyoto, intending to establish Yoshimoto as a shogun. Yoshihara,
Hanbe, Gomon and Inuthiyo go to explore the city in advance. The city is in a state of chaos. Most buildings are damaged or destroyed, and crime and disease are widespread. The palace is controlled by Miyoshi Tri: Sakishis Konoe, Sekyo Tsuda and Gosei Sukakuin. Yoshihara's entourage of the odds on the bandits who kidnapped the Empress, Gimiko, and saves her. They
also help protect Portuguese missionary Louis Foie and her bodyguard Bontenmar from bandits. During a tour of the city, Yoshihara and Inuthiyo are stunned by hisahida Danjo Matsunaga's magical spell, which demands Gimiko's return to the palace. Gimiko promises to submit in exchange for the lives of Yoshihara and Inuthiyo to be saved. Nobuna's army finally arrives, bringing
order to Kyoto. 8Sakai: City of Freedom and WealthTranscryption: zgon no Jiyo Toshi Sakai (Japanese: ⻩⾦⾃由都市堺) August 27, 2012 (2012-08-27) Konoe requires 120,000 kana for the imperial court to recognize Yoshimoto as the new shogun. Thus, Nobuna and Yoshihara travel to the neutral trading city of Sakai to ask their union to contribute to their cause. However, Sokeo
Tsuda convinces another member of the trade union to contribute only on one condition: Yoshihara and Jubei must compete in a culinary competition. The winner takes 120,000 cans. Nobuna still achieves what she needs, but Shiekyo Tsuda and union leader Shio Imai, respectively, are betting on Jubei and Yoshihara, a bet on which is Imai's monopoly on urban tacos. Imai and
Nobuna expect Tsuda to bribe other traders and rig the competition in favor of Jubei. Indeed, Jubei is declared the winner, although the judges are impressed by Yoshiharu, who uses mayonnaise on his takoyaki but finds Jubei horrible as she cooked it too quickly. Imai feels that the event has gone better than he hoped as he has the best recipe. Jubei, however, who took the
competition more than she she is she demonstrates too much arrogance and surprised to see the cold disgust of Nobuna's reaction. 9Face-Off at Kiyomizu Transkryption: Kiyomizudera Kebe (Japanese: 清⽔寺攻防)3 September 2012 (2012-09-03) Miyoshi Tri to organize a plan against Nobun and Yoshimoto. First, their counterintelligence forces Nobun to send his army to deal
with a non-existent threat, despite Yoshihara's foresight of his lies. The sniper then kidnaps Yoshihara to lure Nobuna into his crosshairs and kill her. Meanwhile, Miyoshi's troops are attacking Kyoto. Their leader, Dano, teleports to kiyumizu Temple and attacks Jubei. Although Jubei is a sword master, he does not match the magic of Danjo. However, Yoshiharu's smartphone
plucks the sniper and Jubei manages to keep her ground until military aid arrives: Yoshiharu Shields Jubei, Nobuna pins Tributeo down, Hanbei resists her magic and angry Bonarutem blasts off her newly arrived escort, while troops under Kirishitan Lords and Louis crush miyoshi invaders. Completely defeated and impressed by Nobun's persecuted Japanese vision, Danjo's
defects. Later, Nobuna meets Simiko, a psychic who had read Yoshihara's thoughts before when he took her hand. She knows about his time travel, his fidelity, and his soft spot for women. 10Nobune in Dire DangersTransscription: Nobuna zettai zetami (Japanese: 信奈絶体絶命)September 10, 2012 (2012-09-10) Nobusumi discovers Nagamas is a woman. She had to hide her
gender to become a ruler. She suspects Nobuna knew about it. Meanwhile, Yoshihara is released when Nobuna goes to conquer Wakasa, which would frighten the troubled Asakura without forcing Asai to choose between the loyalty of Oda or Asakur. He explains that Nobunaga made the mistake of attacking Akakura, and Asai betrayed him, bringing the frightening events of the
siege of Kanegasaki in 1570. Hanbe, however, reveals that this may be exactly what is happening as she felt Nobuna lying yoshiharu. When Yoshiaru intends to confirm this and warn Nobuna, Hisamasa Asai imprisons Nagamasu and takes the clan, rallying troops against Oda. Sandwiched between two clans, Nobuna realizes that one of her retainers must sacrifice the rear guard
to facilitate her retreat through the Kutzky Valley. Contrary to the wishes of Nobun, Yoshihara, Hanzo, the people of Gyomon and 500 soldiers form the rear guard and successfully defeat enemy security in advance. But when Nobuna goes to retreat, she is shot by a sniper. 11Asada KanegasakiTranskrpiction: Kanegasaki no Nokikuti (Japanese: ⾦ヶ崎退きロ)September 17, 2012
(2012-09-17) Bullet hits the smartphone Yoshiharu, only stunning Nobuna. However, Yoshihara's rear guard has been destroyed. To deny Yoshihara's enemy's head, Hanzo detonates a bomb on him. To save her life, Dano gives her a motive: Revenge. Scare off Asaya and Asakura in battle Anegawa, Nobuna is very close to becoming the monster against whom she warned
Yoshihara, as she burned Tenneji to force Miyoshi's conspirators. Her plan to attack the religious site of Mount Hiei, to hunt down Miyoshi Tri and Asakura, met with strong resistance from her generals, as such sacrilege would anger the population. However, when Kono sends her the severed head of the statue to Kikazara and an abusive letter, Nobuna accuses her of killing
Konoe on horseback while her generals and allies clamber after her. 12Nation of virtueTranscrection: Tenka Fubu (Japanese: 天下布武)September 24, 2012 (2012-09-24) Nobuna's reckless charge begins a full-scale invasion of Mount Hiei from several directions involving all its allies. Konoe detonated explosives to set fire to Mount Hiei, which he wants the public to see as Oda's
military sacrilege. But his plan has the opposite effect, as sacrilege destroys the alliance of Miyoshi Tree, leaving nothing between Nobuna and Konoe to expect the unsuccessful Yoshitatsu. Tsuda and Sukakuin team up with Imai and Louis and provide Hanbe with the means and support for the magical ritual. With konoe dead, Nobuna has a romantic reunion with Yoshiharu,
whose bomb was never hit. Jubei, also alive, found his shot, courted him and coitus with him (something that Nene draws conclusions from her saucy attitude). Finally, Hanbe causes heavy rain on Mount Hiei, putting out the fire. Nobuna and her forces welcome joyful citizens. External Links Official Website (in Japanese) Received from
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